
Vegan Paraben FreeRecycled
 Materials 

MADE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM  

Cruelty Free



Self Tan Mousse
Strawberry
 150ml - £9

( Pack of x15 bottles) 
RRP £15

 

Self Tan Mousses 

Self Tan Mousse
Baby Powder

 150ml - £9
( Pack of x15 bottles) 

RRP £15
 

Self Tan Mousse
Coconut

 150ml - £9
( Pack of x15 bottles) 

RRP £15
 

Self Tan Mousse
Cherry

 150ml - £9
( Pack of x15 bottles) 

RRP £15

Self Tan Mousse
Melon

 150ml - £9
( Pack of x15 bottles) 

RRP £15

Self Tan Mousse
Vanilla

 150ml - £9
( Pack of x15 bottles) 

RRP £15



Tanning Drops - £6
( Pack of x10 bottles)

RRP £10
 

 Self Tan Eraser
 150ml - £10

( Pack of x15 bottles)
RRP £18

 

Self Tan Eraser 

Self Tanning Drops 



        Flamingo Tan stemmed from years of orange tan experiences and awful
smells, so we decided to solve this issue with our own self-tanning range. Having
our own tanning salon has shown us that a glow in a bottle can give us so much
confidence, so Flamingo Tan has a mission to help you all glow and feel your
best.
 
         Flamingo Tan not only smells delicious, but it also has no gimmicks, no
nasties, and no animal testing. We love tanning and we love your skin, that's why
our products are 100% Natural DHA, Vegan Friendly, and Paraben free.

 
    Flamingo Tan is for everyBODY who wants to feel good and look good! 

Self-care has never been so important.
 

        You can choose from our medium, dark, or extra dark mousse in a variety of
gorgeous smelling scents. Or you can go for a light subtle option with our tanning
drops that can be added to your moisturiser. You can also go extra dark by
adding tanning drops to your mousse. 

         We don't want you getting tan on your hands, so go for one of our mitts too!
And if you want to remove all evidence of your tan before applying your next tan,
our tan eraser is the perfect combo to do this.

ABOUT US 



JOIN THE CLUB 
 

Our client base is expanding and we are on a mission to be
accessible for self tan lovers throughout the UK, without the
added cost of delivery. We have identified your salon as one

that would benefit from Flamingo Tan wholesale, giving you an
amazing 60% off our self tan solution, with a minimum order

quantity of x15 150ml bottles.
 

When you become a Flamingo Tan reseller, we will support you
with sales by offering you a complimentary 1:1 Sales training

video for you and your team. 
 

Be ahead of the tanning trends, and sign up today to offer your
clients this vegan, scented, self tanning mousse. Our 5* reviews

speak for themselves. 
 

HOW TO ORDER 

To place your order, please visit   
 https://www.flamingotanofficial.com/flamingo-

tan-wholesale and enter your details for one of
our sales representatives to call you back as soon

as possible. 
 
 
 

https://www.flamingotanofficial.com/flamingo-tan-wholesale

